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Standard models for …nancial markets are based on the simplifying assumption that trading
orders can be given and executed in continuous time with no friction. This assumption is
clearly a strong idealization of the reality. In particular, securities should not be described
by a single price but by a bid and ask curve. As a …rst approximation, one may assume
that the bid and ask prices do not depend on the traded quantities which leads to models
with proportional transaction costs. These models have attracted a lot of attention these
lasts years, mostly because their linear structure allows to develop a nice duality theory as
in frictionless models.
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The Theory of No Arbitrage with Proportional Costs

The …ctitious markets approach in the one dimensional case
The study of models with proportional transaction costs starts with the seminal paper of
Jouini and Kallal [22] who considered a …nancial market with one non risky asset S 1 , taken
as a numéraire and normalized to 1, and one risky asset called S 2 .
To be consistent with the developments below, we use a di¤erent (but equivalent) presentation that the one used in [22]. In particular, we denote by ij the number of physical units
of asset i for which an agent can buy one unit of asset j. With these notations, the bid
and ask prices of S 2 in terms of S 1 are given by 1= 21 and 12 . They are assumed to be
right-continuous and adapted to the underlying (right-continuous) …ltration (Ft )t T .
In this model, simple self-…nancing trading strategies are de…ned as …nite sequences of
trading times (tn )n N , for some N 1, and random vectors of traded quantities ( tn )n N
such that tn is Ftn -measurable. The i-th component itn of tn stands for the number of
physical units of S i bought at the times tn . In this framework, the usual self-…nancing
2
21
condition reads: 1tn ( 2tn )+ 12
0 for each n N . The associated portfolio
tn + ( tn ) = tn
P
starting with a zero initial holding is described as a 2-dimensional process Vt := tn t tn
whose i-th component is the numbers of units of S i held.
12
The key observation of [22] is the following: if Z~ 2 is a process such that Z~t2 2 [1= 21
t ; t ]
a.s. for all t
T , then the liquidation value at time T of the portfolio, `(VT ) := VT ;1
P
;2 +
2 ~2
21
~
(VT ;2 ) 12
tn T tn (Ztn+1 ^T
T + (VT ) = T , is a.s. lower than the terminal value VT :=
Z~t2n ) associated to the same strategy in a …ctitious market in which the risky asset has the
1

dynamics Z~ 2 and where there is no transaction costs. In particular, if there is an equivalent
measure Q such that Z~ 2 is a martingale, then no arbitrage is possible: `(VT ) 2 L0 (R+ ) )
V~T 2 L0 (R+ ) ) V~T = 0 ) `(VT ) = 0. Thus the existence of such a process Z~ 2 , called
…ctitious price process, admitting an equivalent martingale measure is a su¢ cient condition
for the absence of arbitrage in this model.
The fundamental result of [22] is that this condition is actually also necessary, whenever
we replace the notion of no-arbitrage by that of no free lunch.
As an example let us consider the case where 1= 21 = (1
)S 2 and 12 = (1 + )S 2
where S 2 is now viewed as a right-continuous adapted process and 2 (0; 1). Then, a
necessary and su¢ cient condition for the absence of free lunch for simple strategies is that
there exists a process Z~ 2 such that Z~t2 2 [(1
)St2 ; (1 + )St2 ] a.s. for all t T and which
is a martingale under some equivalent measure Q. An important consequence of this result
is that S 2 itself needs not admit a martingale measure nor be a semi-martingale under the
original probability measure. One could for instance allow S 2 to be a fractional Brownian
motion as in [16].
The multivariate case: the solvency region and its polar
In the multivariate setting where direct exchanges between many assets is possible, which is
typically the case on currency markets, a similar reasoning can be used, and the geometric
structure of the problem is more apparent. In particular, the notion of solvency region,
introduced by Kabanov [29], and its positive polar play an important role.
The solvency region at time t is the set Kt (!)Pformed by all vectors x such that we can
0. It corresponds to
…nd non-negative numbers aij satisfying xi + j (aji aij ij
t (!))
positions which can be transformed into non-negative holdings after suitable exchanges. A
portfolio process, in units of physical quantities, is de…ned by [29] as a cadlad bounded
variation process V satisfying dVt 2 Kt . This means that there is a matrix-valued
cadlag
P
ij ij
dL
adapted process L, with non-decreasing components, such that dVt = j (dLji
t
t t ),
ij ij
ij
i.e. dL is the number of units of asset j obtained by selling dLt t units of asset i.
In this model, a strategy is said to be admissible if the following no-bankruptcy condition
holds: Vt a1 2 Kt a.s. for some real number a with 1 := (1; : : : ; 1).This means that the
liquidation value of the portfolio is bounded from below by a.
The counterpart of the key observation of [22] is the following. Let Z be a continuous
martingale with positive components such that Zt takes values in the positive polar Kt of
Kt : Kt (!)
Rd : 0 z i z j ji
t (!)g. Then, by the intergration by parts formula,
P :=ifz 2
Zt Vt = i Zt dVti +Vti dZti . The …rst part is non-positive because Zt 2 Kt and dVt 2 Kt ,
the second part is a local martingale, and Z V is bounded from below by the martingale aZ.
This implies that Z V is a super-martingale, which rules out any arbitrage opportunities:
VT 2 L0 (KT ) ) ZT VT 2 L0 (R+ ) ) ZT VT = 0 ) VT 2 L0 (@KT ). Otherwise stated, if
the liquidation value of the portfolio is non-negative a.s., then it must be equal to 0.
As in [22], the process Z has a nice interpretation in terms of …ctitious price process. Indeed,
if we set Z~ i = Z i =(Z 1 =E[ZT1 ]), we see that the above conditions imply that the …ctitious
market, without transaction costs and where the dynamics of the i-th asset is given Z~ i , is
cheaper than the original one (Z~ i =Z~ j 2 [1= ij ; ji ]) and admits no arbitrage (there is at
~ See [6] for a precise statement.
least one martingale measure Q := ZT1 =E[ZT1 ] P for Z).
Note that in this model no asset has been taken explicitly as a numéraire, except in the
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last interpretation in terms of …ctitious markets. It turns out that, when working with
quantities instead of amounts, as in usual frictionless models, the only important quantity
is the bid-ask spread process = ( ij ) which directly expresses the exchange rates between
two assets.
No-arbitrage conditions
Di¤erent notions of no-arbitrage have been proposed for discrete time multivariate models.
In the following, we denote by AT the set of terminal values of portfolios starting from 0.
1. The usual no arbitrage condition (NA) can be written as: AT \ L0 (KT ) = L0 (@KT ),
see above. It was studied by [32] and called weak no arbitrage condition therein . When
the probability space is …nite, it is equivalent to the existence of a martingale Z such that
Zt takes values in Kt n f0g for all t T a.s. We therefore retrieve the process Z required
for the no-arbitrage condition of [29]. Moreover, this condition implies that AT is closed
in probability, a desirable feature to build on a nice duality for the set of super-hedgeable
claims, see below. Such a process Z was called a consistent price system in [36]. The
notion of consistency re‡ects the fact that the exchange rates corresponding to the induced
frictionless market, see above, lie within the original bid-ask spreads: Z~ i =Z~ j 2 [1= ij ; ji ].
However, this condition is not strong enough when
the introduction of a second notion of no-arbitrage.

is not …nite, see [36]. This leads to

2. The strict no arbitrage condition (NAs ) introduced in [31] reads as follows: At \L0 (Kt ) =
L0 (Kt0 ) for all t
T . Here, Kt0 := Kt \ ( Kt ) (= @Kt \ ( @Kt )). The economic interpretation is that, if a wealth process V starting from a zero initial endowment has a
non-negative liquidation value at any time, then it is equivalent to 0, i.e. its liquidation
value is 0 (Vt 2 @Kt ) and it can be constructed from a 0 endowment at time t by a suitable
immediate exchange on the market (Vt 2 @Kt ). Under the e¢ cient friction condition:
1= ij < ji for all i 6= j, which means that no couple of assets can be exchanged freely and
can be written as Kt0 = f0g, this condition is equivalent to the existence of a martingale
Z which lies in the relative interior riKt of Kt , i.e. Z i =Z j 2 ri[1= ij ; ji ]. Moreover, it
implies that AT is closed in probability. Such a process Z is called a strictly consistent
price system.
This last notion of no-arbitrage is su¢ cient to cover the cases where the transaction costs
are strictly positive. However, up to the slight (also interesting) extension proposed [35],
it does not allow to show that AT is closed nor to construct a consistent price system in
general without the extra e¢ cient friction condition, see the counter-example in [36].
3. The last notion was proposed in Schachermayer [36]. It is based on the idea that if a
martingale Z satis…es the condition Z i =Z j 2 ri[1= ij ; ji ] then one can construct a bidask spread matrix de…ned by ji := Z i =Z j which leads to a market without arbitrage,
because Z is a martingale, and satis…es [1= ij ; ji ] ri[1= ij ; ji ] by construction. Thus, the
existence of a strictly consistent price system implies a strong notion of no arbitrage: there
exists a market associated to a bid-ask spread matrix satisfying [1= ij ; ji ] ri[1= ij ; ji ]
in which there is no arbitrage. Otherwise stated, one can slightly reduce the transaction
costs, when they are not already equal to 0, and still preserve the (NA) condition. This
condition was called the robust no arbitrage condition (NAr ) in [36]. The main result of
this paper is that this condition is su¢ cient to ensure that AT is closed in probability and
is actually equivalent to the existence of a strictly consistent price system.
It seems that this is the good condition to impose on a model:
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a- It is equivalent to the existence of a strictly consistent price system without any extra
assumption.
b- When there is no friction, i.e. 1= ij = ji for all i; j, it is equivalent to the usual noabritrage condition in frictionless markets.
c- Similar notions can be used to study models with non-linear frictions, see [4].
d- It can be extended in continuous time models in the following form: the absence of
arbitrage opportunities for arbitrary small transaction costs is equivalent to the existence
of a strictly consistent price system for arbitrary small transaction costs. This result was
proved in a model with only one risky asset with continuous paths by [19]. The existence
of a strictly consistent price system for arbitrary small transaction costs in a multivariate
market with continuous price processes is a result of [18].
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Super-hedging and no-arbitrage price intervals

When there are transaction costs, we generally have, more than one …ctitious price process
and more than one martingale measure Q satisfying the conditions above. Furthermore,
as underlined by [1], even if a contingent claim G can be duplicated by dynamic trading,
the duplication strategy does not necessarily correspond to the cheapest way to hedge this
claim. They thus introduced the concept of super-replication price (G) that corresponds
to the minimum amount it costs to hedge the claim G (in terms of the …rst asset taken as
a numéraire).
As …rst shown in [10] and [22], it can be obtained by taking the (normalized) expected value
of Z~T G with respect to all the …ctitious markets Z~ and all measures Q that characterize
the absence of arbitrage opportunities in the corresponding …ctitious market. Here, G is
viewed as the vector of units of the di¤erent assets to be delivered. This result can easily be
understood in the light of the above discussion. If VT G 2 KT , then Z~T VT Z~T G. Since
Z~ V is a Q-super-martingale, see above, it follows that Z~0 V0 EQ [Z~T G]. The converse
implication is obtained by using a standard separation argument, once AT is known to be
closed in a suitable sense.
The no-arbitrage prices interval is then equal to [ ( G); (G)]. Using the viability
concept for price systems introduced by [20], the paper [23] also prove that these bounds
are the tightest bounds that can be inferred at the equilibrium on the price of a contingent
claim without knowing the agent’s preferences (see also [21]). This is still the case even if
we assume that agents have VNM preferences (see [24]). In particular, this means that even
if the super-replication price seems too high, see below, it is always possible to construct
VNM agents that are willing to pay amounts arbitrarily close to this super-replication price
in order to hedge the considered asset, see also [3].
Since endowments in di¤erent assets are not equivalent in the presence of transaction costs,
it is also of interest to extend the notion of super-hedging price to that of initial endowments
x 2 Rd that allow to super-hedge. In this case, the above dual formulation reads Z~0 x
EQ [Z~T G] for all the …ctitious markets Z~ and all associated martingale measures Q. See
[32] and [7]. It can be restated in terms of consistent price systems: Z0 x E[ZT G] for
all consistence price system Z.
The case of American options can be treated similarly. However, it is not su¢ cient to
impose the above condition at any stopping time lower than T as in frictionless markets.
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This is due to the absence of total order on Rd . To overcome this problem, one has to relax
the notion of stopping times and consider the more general notion of randomized stopping
times. See [5] and [9] for discrete time models, and [15] for a continuous-time extension.
The fact that this notion of super-hedging typically leads to much too high prices to serve
in practice on the market (it usually corresponds to a buy-and-hold strategy) was …rst
conjectured by [12] for call options and then proved by di¤erent authors at di¤erent level
of generality, see [6] and the reference therein.
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Utility maximization

Thanks to the above mentioned duality between super-hedgeable claims and consistence
price systems, existence of optimal strategies can be obtained for general models with
transaction costs. The …rst general result was derived by [10] in a Brownian di¤usion
model and then extended by [11] to the semi-martingale case. The general multivariate
case was studied by [2] and [13] under Asymptotic Elasticity conditions similar to the one
introduced in [33], see [17] for the necessity of this condition in models with proportional
transaction costs. All these papers show that the usual duality holds once we replace the
notion of equivalent local martingale measures by that of consistent price systems.
In Markovian di¤usion models, the PDE approach has also attracted a lot of attention.
It leads to HJB equations involving constraints on the gradients of the value function. It
allows to show that the optimal strategy typically consists in maintaining the dotations in
a given no-trading region. See e.g. [37], [30] and the references therein.
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Generalizations and extensions

In order to take a large set of possible frictions into account including multivariate transaction costs, one can follow the approach of [8] (in discrete time), [26] and [28] (in continuous
time) who propose to deal directly with the space of possible cash-‡ows, instead of the
space of terminal payo¤s, and provide a characterization of the No Free-Lunch assumption
in terms of the existence of a separating functional. In particular, [34] develops an arbitrage
pricing theory and a super-replication concept in this cash-‡ow space.
The case of …xed transaction costs is analyzed by [25] and [27]. They obtain that the absence
of free-lunch is characterized by the existence of a (family of) martingale measure(s) for the
frictionless price processes. The unique di¤erence with the frictionless case consists in the
fact that these martingale measures are not necessarily equivalent to the initial probability
but only absolutely continuous with respect to it.
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